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TELEMETERY DATA COLLECTION FROM OSCAR SATELLITES

Paul C. Haddock
ECE Dept., New Mexico State University

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the design, configuration, and operation of a satellite station built for
the Center for Space Telemetering and Telecommunications Laboratory in the Klipsch
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering Engineering at New Mexico State
University (NMSU). This satellite station consists of a computer-controlled antenna
tracking system, 2m/70cm transceiver, satellite tracking software, and a demodulator.
The satellite station receives satellite telemetry, allows for voice communications, and
will be used in future classes. Currently this satellite station is receiving telemetry from
an amateur radio satellite, UoSAT-OSCAR-11. Amateur radio satellites are referred to as
Orbiting Satellites Carrying Amateur Radio (OSCAR) satellites.
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INTRODUCTION

OSCAR satellites are designed and used by radio amateur operators to provide a valuable
expansion in amateur radio communications. The first amateur satellite, OSCAR 1, was
launched into space on December 12, 1961. OSCAR 1 consisted of a battery powered
transmitter with a single monopole antenna that transmitted for three weeks until the
batteries were depleted. During this time, the 2m very high frequency (VHF) beacon
transmitter broadcasted in morse code (CW) HI-HI at a frequency related to the internal
temperature of the satellite. Since the advent of OSCAR 1, a nonprofit company, the
radio amateur satellite corporation (AMSAT) has formed to support the amateur satellite
program through design, construction, launching, and operation of these OSCAR
satellites. OSCAR satellites have been allocated the following frequency use in the 2 m
and 70 cm bands (Table 1) by the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) [1].

Table 1: Frequency allocation for Amateur Satellites

Band(wavelength)  Frequency Range (MHz)  Band(frequency)
2 m       144.000- 146.000 145 MHz
70 m       435.000- 438.000              435 MHz



Current telemetry formats for OSCAR satellites include: digitized speech, morse-code
(CW), RTTY, 1200 bits per second (bps) Audio-Frequency Shift Keying (AFSK) AX.25
packet, 1200 bps AFSK American National Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII), 1200 bps Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 8 bit packet, 400 bps PSK ASCII, and 9600
bps Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) ASCII. For this project the 1200 bps AFSK ASCII
telemetry format was chosen as the format of telemetry to decode. By choosing to
initially decode telemetry from this satellite, a good foundation for a ground-station could
be developed in order to provide telemetry data collection from other OSCAR satellites.
The UoSAT-OSCAR-11 (UO-11) satellite uses a 1200 bps AFSK ASCII telemetry
format, which can be demodulated using a slightly modified Bell Type 202 modem.
Further discussion about the UO-11 satellite and the ground station will be discussed later
in this paper.

SATELLITE TRACKING

The majority of the OSCAR satellites are in a Low Earth Orbit (LEO), and have
eccentricities very close to 0, where 0 corresponds to a perfectly circular orbit. This
implies that the mean altitude of these satellites remains fairly constant as the satellite
passes from its nearest point to earth (the perigee point) to its farthest point from earth
(the apogee point). The orbital altitudes for the OSCAR satellites range from several
hundred kilometers to a few thousand kilometers above the surface of the earth. Table 2
provides information about UO-11 and its orbit [2].

Table 2: UoSAT-OSCAR-11 Specifications

Name: UO-11
Object #: 14781
Launch date: March, 1 1984
Period: 99 minutes
Increment: 24.6 degrees west / orbit
Orbit: Polar LEO
Altitude: 680 km (423 miles) average
Dimensions: 58.5 cm (23 in.) x 35.5 cm (14 in.) x 35.5 cm (14 in.)
Weight: 60 kg (132 lbs.)
Telemetry: 1200 baud Frequency Modulated (FM) AFSK
Downlinks: 145.825 MHz (2 m)

435.025 MHz (70 cm)
2401.5 MHz (S-Band)

In order to track the satellites from the ground station, the exact location of the satellite
relative to the ground station location needs to be known. The three parameters, needed in
order to track a satellite are: time, azimuth, and elevation. Ground tracking provides a



graphical representation of the satellite’s orbit onto the earth’s surface. From this, the
satellite’s location over geographical regions can be seen and the satellite’s visibility and
contact times can be determined. In order to provide satellite ground tracking, several
computer programs were used throughout the project. These included Satellite Tool Kit
4.0, WinOrbit 3.4, and WiSP’s GroundStation Control. Satellite Tool Kit 4.0 and
WinOrbit 3.4 were used strictly for satellite orbital prediction and display, where the
WiSP package is used currently in the project to provide additional support for
interfacing with the antenna rotor controllers and radio transceiver. A typical orbit for
UO-11, showing its ground track and coverage area, can be seen in Figure 1. The
computer packages used for ground tracking determine the satellite’s position from the
mean orbital elements. These elements contain the following information about the
satellites orbit: inclination angle, eccentricity, right ascension of the ascending node,
argument of perigee, mean anomaly, and the mean motion. The standard format for this
information is given in the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) 2 line
element format, a similar format used by AMSAT is known as the Keplerian elements.
Updated versions of these elements and more information about this format may be
downloaded from the internet using the following address:
http://www.amsat.org/amsat/keps/menu.html

Figure 1: Ground track showing coverage area of UO-11

The WiSP GroundStation Control program is available for amateur radio use and must be
registered with AMSAT. From the ground track, the coverage area of the satellite can be
seen along with its next orbital period. The bottom of the screen provides the satellite’s
latitude, longitude, height, mean anomaly, and its next pass over the ground station. Also
shown is the azimuth, elevation, and range of the satellite with respect to the ground
station location.



Due to the visibility time of the typical OSCAR satellite in a LEO, the average time the
satellite is visible from the ground station is approximately 15 minutes. Since these
satellites move fairly quickly across the sky, the azimuth and elevation of the satellite
relative to the ground station will change at a high rate. As will be discussed later in this
report, the use of high gain antennas requires that the antennas track the satellite as it
moves across the sky. In order to point the antennas at the satellite, the use of azimuth
and elevation rotors were used and will also be discussed later in this report. Interfacing
the computer tracking program with the antennas requires that the computer tracking
software know where the antennas are pointed, and has the ability to move the antennas
to point at the satellites. The Kansas City Tracker (KCT) provides the proper interface
between the computer tracking software and the antenna rotor controller. The Yaesu G-
5400B rotor controller provides analog voltage values to show the current position of the
antenna array. The KCT digitizes these values in order to keep track of the position of the
antennas. The KCT also comes with a tuner function that can be used to help compensate
for the Doppler shift due to the high velocities of the satellite. The amount of Doppler
correction needed is calculated from the computer-tracking program. This information is
then sent to the serial port of the transceiver via a shielded two conductor cable. Once a
satellite pass is loaded on the computer-tracking program, the antenna tracking and
Doppler correction is completely automated. This is most useful on LEO digital satellites
where the satellite passes are short and require large amounts of antenna tracking and
frequency tuning. Figure 2 shows the satellite ground station control center.

Figure 2: Satellite ground station control center
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The antenna rotors required for the project had to meet the following qualifications:
ability to move the antennas 360 degrees in the azimuth and 90 degrees in elevation, be
strong enough to handle the antennas during high winds, and have the ability to be
interfaced to a computer. The Yaesu G-5400B azimuth and elevation rotors along with its
controller meet all the above requirements. An external 8 pin DIN control jack provided
on the back of the antenna controller provides the needed analog outputs and inputs
needed for computer control.

The Kansas City Tracker / Tuner (KCT/T) is an 8-bit ISA PC board with its own DB25
port that is used to control the antenna rotor controller and radio transceiver. The KCT/T
interfaces with the WiSP program by using the tracking and Doppler shift information
obtained from WiSP, and provides the proper output controls to the antenna controller
and radio transceiver. Five outputs are provided by the KCT to control the antenna
controllers left/right, up/down, and brake inputs. The KCT DB25 connector is attached to
the Yaesu G-5400B controller via a 8-pin DIN plug

The Kansas City Tuner contains added components on the KCT/T board which are used
to control the radio transceiver to correct for Doppler shift. The amount of Doppler shift
seen from a typical LEO satellite with a beacon frequency on the 2m band is
approximately 3.6 kHz above that of carrier frequency during the beginning of the pass.
At the end of the pass, there will be the same amount of Doppler shift, but this time it will
be lower than the carrier frequency. The DB25 connector on back of the KCT/T board is
interfaced to the CI-V serial interface on the Icom 821-H radio transceiver to provide the
proper control signals to tune the frequency of the transceiver throughout the pass.

RECEIVING ANTENNAS

The use of a directional antenna adds to the complexity of the project in several ways.
These include: a location for mounting such antennas, increased cost, and the acquisition
of required hardware needed in controlling the antennas. With the added complexity of
having to track the satellites with the antenna during the pass, in addition to correcting for
the Doppler-shift, the need for computer automation becomes more apparent. Due to the
nature of satellites, the receiving ground station often uses antennas that are circularly
polarized. As RF waves propagate through the atmosphere, the polarization of the waves
become distorted due to atmospheric effects, such as that of the earth’s magnetic fields.
The desired gain of the antennas for both the 2m and 70 cm bands needed to be around 13
dB. The KLM large OSCAR set consists of a 2m and 70cm crossed Yagi-Uda antennas
providing circular polarization, polarity switches for both antennas, and a fiberglass
cross-boom for mounting the two antennas. Table 3 list the antenna specifications.



Table 3:  KLM Antenna Specifications

2M-22C 435-40CX
Bandwidth (spec.) 144-146 MHz 420-440 MHz
Bandwidth (usable) 144-148 MHz 410-450 MHz
Polarity LHCP/RHCP LHCP/RHCP
Gain 13 dBdC 15.2 dBdC
Beamwidth 34 degrees 25 degrees
Feed impedance 50 Ω, unbalanced 50 Ω, unbalanced
Boom length 19’1” 14’7.5”

ANTENNA SUPPORT STRUCTURE / CABLE

The roof of the Thomas and Brown Electrical Engineering building at NMSU was
selected for the antenna location.  Since the Center for Space Telemetering and
Telecommunications laboratory is located on the third floor, this location provided for
access to the roof. The roof is flat and covered in small roofing rocks. Due to the high
winds seen in southern New Mexico in the spring, careful consideration was given to the
wind load handling capabilities of the antenna structure. The antenna mounting structure
was designed to handle wind velocities up to 86 mph with a safety factor of 200%. Due to
the fact that the roof was covered in rocks, the challenge of not having something
physical to mount the antenna structure became apparent.

A tower that would support the vertical mast for the antennas was purchased from Glenn
Martin Engineering. The legs of the tower are bolted to (4) 2” x 2” x 1/8” x 10’ angle iron
that runs out radially from the base of the tower. Cement blocks placed on top of the
angle iron provided the needed amount of down force required to prevent the antenna
structure from being blown over. A separation kit was installed to the Yaesu G-5400B
rotors that allowed for the separation of the azimuth and elevation components of the
rotor. This provided the advantage of placing the azimuth rotor inside the base of the
tower, and the elevation rotor on top of the vertical mast. This also provided a lower
center of gravity for the antenna structure eliminating 10 pounds from the top of the
structure. A thrust bearing was installed that supports the vertical mast at the top of the
tower. This particular component provides extra support and extends the life of the
azimuth rotor. Figure 3 shows the crossed Yagi-Uda antennas along with its support
structure.



Figure 3: Crossed Yagi-Uda antennas and support structure

DECODING UoSAT-OSCAR-11 TELEMETRY

The UoSAT-OSCAR-11 satellite uses 1200 baud Audio Frequency-Shift Keying (AFSK)
modulation with tones of 1200 and 2400 Hz on its 145.825 MHz beacon for telemetry.
This modulation data type may be demodulated with a slightly modified Hamtronics DE-
202 demodulator. This demodulator is based on the Exar XR-2211 FSK demodulator /
tone decoder. The modifications were necessary since the demodulator was designed to
operate using tones of 1200 and 2200 Hz. The phase locked loop center frequency was
changed from 1700 Hz to 1800 Hz. Other suitable demodulators include a modified Bell
Type 202 modem, a BAYCOM type modem, or the popular G3RUH demodulator
designed by James Miller [3],[4]. The Bell Type 202 modems require that the data bits be
inverted before sending them to the computer’s RS-232 port. The AFSK demodulator
uses the audio output of the transceiver as its input. The audio output is taken directly
from the detector in order to avoid added distortion from the audio amplifier. Figure 4
shows a received telemetry frame from OU-11 obtained via the ground station.



Figure 4: UoSAT-OSCAR-11 ASCII telemetry frame

UOSAT-2           9804232225040

00257001333202247303441204040005028F06014307039D08034F09027C
10499511308B12000313053414161315584D16183D17431018433D19488C
20497821221222645723000124000625000726085927449C28461929455F
30499731026632275133570234000735225336278837391F38431D39462A
40737741095942628A43055744153745000146000247443048461F494292
50517651117352631353271254668955579B56170557451258388E59452F
60A2A4615FC1624145633350644402651E0C6607E967F00E68000E69000F

The header states the satellite’s name and time which the telemetry frame transmitted.
UoSAT-11 is also known as UoSAT-2 and UoSAT-B since it was the second amateur
satellite built from the University of Surrey. The time stamp 9804232225040 may be
decoded to give the date and time of transmission as:

Date: 04-23-98
Day: 2 = Tuesday
Time: 22:50:40 UTC

Each major frame contains 70 channels of data. The first 59 contain analog data while the
remaining 11 channels contain the reporting of 96 status points. Taking the first line of
telemetry data in Figure 4 we have:

00257001333202247303441204040005028F06014307039D08034F09027C

The above minor frame shows analog channels 00 through 09 in which the channel
numbers are underlined, along with their hex data values which are in bold typeface. The
value following hex data is the checksum. To verify that the hex data value of 257 for
channel 00 was most likely received correctly we will exclusive-OR (XOR) the data
value with 0 hex as illustrated below to verify that the result equals that of the checksum
value, 0 hex.

257 (hex) = 0010 0101 0111 (binary)

                                0000 XOR 0010 à  0010
                                0010 XOR 0101 à  0111
                                0111 XOR 0111 à  0000  = checksum value

The checksum value here of 0 hex is equal to the checksum provided in the telemetry
data for channel 00. The data received for channel 00 was most likely received properly.



Decoding channel 00:  Y – directed solar array current
Hex data:  257
Checksum: 0
From Appendix H: I = 1.9(516 – N)mA

I = 1.9(516 – 257)mA = 492.1 mA

Decoding these channels by hand is a good exercise, but the use of programs written to
decode this telemetry is much more time efficient. Programs such as TLM2.EXE by
Craig Underwood of the University of Surrey, and U2TM which is coded in BBC basic,
can be used to decode the ASCII telemetry from UoSAT-11. Currently U2TM is being
used to decode the telemetry. Telemetry decoding programs and further information on
UO-11 can be found at G3CWV amateur radio and satellites home page [5].

CONCLUSIONS

The satellite ground station is currently in full operation. Satellite passes from UO-11
have been successfully received several times per day collecting telemetry on each pass.
The operation of both the station’s software and hardware have been extremely reliable.
Due to the fact that the satellite station is fully automated, collecting telemetry is easily
managed. Although the satellite station is currently gathering telemetry from UO-11, with
the addition of a DSP modem all of the OSCAR satellites could be decoded. With the
DSP modem, demodulation becomes a matter of software rather than physical hardware.
The availability of the AEA 2232 DSP modem manufactured by Timewave Technology
Inc. was delayed due to the company’s backorder time of several months. By mid
summer 1998 a new AEA DSP modem, model number 2232 ZX, is to be released with
increased capabilities. Furthermore, this satellite ground station should not be limited to
that of OSCAR satellites. Any satellite that operates in the 2m or 70 cm frequency band
limits as given in Table 1 may be received.
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